
FORMULA DRIVER
FROM FINLAND !

ELIAS NISKANEN



ELIAS NISKANEN 16yrs - a familiar name on the podium:

KARTING

TRACK RACING:

:

2.

2014

2015 2.

2016 1.

2009 1.

2010 1.

2011 3.

3.

2012 1.

2.

1.

Margutti Trophy  Italy

3.

2015

3.

Savo-Cup Class Junior-Mini

Savo-Cup Class Mini

Finnish Karting Federation series Class KF6

KF6 Champions Race, Tampere Class KF6

Pori Kevätpäräys Class KF6

Finnish Karting Federation series Class KF6

AKK Disctrict Champion

(Retired from the final due to technical failure)

Pori Kevätpäräys Class KF3

AKK Award for Eastern Finland

Young Driver of the Year

AKK KF6 Challenge Finnish Champion series

NEZ KFJ Rudskogen Norway

(North European Zone Championships)

Formula Ford Finnish Championship Series

Formula Ford Finnish Championship Series

A young athlete who was born in 2000 and is currently studying logistics at the Savo Consortium for Education

Sports Academy, VET for Athletes. He drives and plays floorball with the B-junior team of SB-

Welhot in the highest national league. These two sports support each other helping him understand the

characteristics of a competetive game and in developing and maintaining his physical condition.

Formula cars

Elias, only 14 years old that time, was exceptionally young

driver amongst the other competitors when he drove his

opening race in Ahvenisto, finishing third in the qualifi-

cations.

As the season progressed, speed and velocity increased

to such extend that in the final race of the season in

Kemora, Elias secured second position in the overall

standing for Finnish track Racing league RATA-SM. After

the season end Elias went to Spain to test Formula 4 car

with Koiranen GP team.

Tests went well and the brilliant coaching from Aaro

Vainio provided lot of assistance for the future. The silver

medal also brought an invitation to the annual Champions

gala dinner organiced by AKK, the national governing

body of motorsports.

Elias moved to HMC-Racing Team from Seinäjoki with a

clear goal of replacing last years' silver with a gold medal

at the end of this season. In the Finnish track Racing

league RATA-SM Elias finished number one in 8 out of 13

races with multiple podium positions. He also clocked

Elias clinched the title of Finnish Champion

with a triple win in Alastaro already before the last two

races in Ahvenisto.

the

track record for Formula Ford in Kemora and Ahvenisto

racing tracks.

My dream and goal

is to reach the top in

motor sports and

make it my future

profession.

CAREER & ACHIEVEMENTS

2015:
JUMP TO A NEW CLASS

2016:
TRACK RECORD & CHAMPIONSHIP

GEARED TOWARDS NEW
CHAMPIONSHIPS....



Since the end of season 2016 we have been undergoing

intensive negotiations with the team of for

entering Elias to and to the international

racing tracks.

Based on the negotiations with both

parties agree that this is the right time for the Formula

Ford Finnish Champion 2016 Elias Niskanen to take the

next big step on his motorsports career towards bigger

racing circles and move to race in Formula 4 Champion-

ship held in the North European Zone,

, promoted by .

Koiranen GP is famous for having cultivated the Formula

One grid with some well known new talents such as

At the

moment Koiranen GP is a promoter of both F4 Spanish

Championship and SMP F4 NEZ Championship. Therefore

we believe this Series and the Team will be the best option

at this point of the motorsports career of Elias.

- Series is a great stepping stone for the future

prospect Formula car drivers. The cars are identical with

no adjustments allowed which makes cars even and the

role of the driver's talent&skill is emphasized when

fighting for the positions.

The very first winner of the Series in the history, Finnish

driver Niko Kari, entered bigger Formula series for the

season 2016 with the winner scholarship. Series

expanded to Sweden and Netherlands in the season 2016

bringing along the legendary race tracks of Anderstorp

and Zandvoort. The other races of the season were driven

in Ahvenisto in Finland and in Moscow & Sochi in Russia.

The season included in total of 7 race weekends and 21

races. Season 2017 includes the same amount of race

weekends with a possibility of having the Ahvenisto race

broadcast.

Koiranen GP

Formula 4 series

Marko Koiranen

SMP F4 NEZ

Championship Koiranen GP

Valtteri Bottas, Daniil Kvyat and Carlos Sainz Jr.

SMP F4 NEZ

COVERAGE

SMP F4 NEZ

PRIZES

SMP F4 NEZ

- Series guarantees a wide coverage on

different medias and visibility among spectators. For

example during season 2016 the Series attended some

remarkable race weekends; Sochi race was driven with

Formula One and Moscow race with DTM.

Drivers had, and will have, an opportunity to bring their

supporters as VIP guests to the race events, to meet the

other drivers in the series and to get to know the

operations of the team as well as to network.

- Series has amazing prizes. Winner of the

whole Series will receive a substantial scholarship for the

following season in Formula 3. Also number two and three

will be awarded with a scholarship.

It is very good,

there is much

more grip on this car

and the corner speeds

are very high comparing

to Formula Ford. I’m

enjoying myself and

learning at the

same time.

- Elias, Jerez 2016

2017: INTERNATIONAL BREAKTHROUGH?



Elias has a lot of

potential and we are

eager to see how far

he can reach.

- Marko Koiranen

Koiranen GP

JUHA and

ELIAS NISKANEN

Jaakkoniemenkatu 13

70840 KUOPIO FINLAND

juha.niskanen@spjn.fi

+358 50 371 6720

COLLABORATION

GREAT OPPORTUNITY

External funding and sponsoring are crucial part of sport. That provides the opportunity for the driver to drive enough

to ensure that the development is as per the set goals and targets.

We are seeking for serious partnes to cooperate with us to endeavour and achieve the goals and targets.

We offer substantive collaboration. In addition to the standard advertisement on the car, driving gear and website, we

organise different kind of motorsport related events and participate in events showcasing the formula car and the driver

amongst other things. Motorsports is a great forum to be shown and associated with. It also guarantees access to

national and international markets.

This is an opportunity for you to join the journey of a young talent to the top of the racing world.

Here is an opportunity to collaborate with results - let's take this young talent forward together!

We would like to present

our goals and targets to you.

And negotiate openly the

versatile opportunities

of collaboration!

1.  SOCHI 30.4.
2. SMOLENSK 28.5.
3. AHVENISTO 4.6.
4. PÄRNU 1.7.

EVENTS
2017

5. MOSCOW 23.7.
6. MOSCOW 20.8.
7. ASSEN 22.10.

In 2017 there will be 7 race weekends around North Europe. Provisionally
F4 will visit at least Sochi (F1), Ahvenisto, Moscow, Pärnu and Zandvoort.


